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In this episode, Emma Park speaks with the NSS's head of education, Alastair Lichten, about the
society's new report. The report reveals how academisation has enabled faith groups to increase
their influence over thousands of schools, including those with no religious character.

With little public debate, religious governance has increased, while secular oversight has
diminished. In Power grab: Academisation and the threat to secular education, the NSS says
academisation and mixed multi-academy trusts (mixed MATs) have "seriously undermined
community-ethos education in England".

Follow Emma on Twitter: @DrEmmaPark

Watch this episode on YouTube | Direct MP3 Link | Transcripts

Support the podcast, share with a friend and leave a positive review everywhere you can.

**Power grab: Academisation and the threat to secular education** Please read and share this new
report, exposing how religious groups are expanding their influence over thousands of schools
through academisation.
Share the report on Twitter

We publish our podcast to enable exploration of subjects of interest to NSS members and
supporters. Guests' views may not always align with those of the NSS.
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No more faith schools

We need inclusive schools free from religious discrimination, privilege or control.
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Subscribe to NSS Podcasts: Apple Podcasts | Android | Google Podcasts | Stitcher | Spotify |
RSS | YouTube | Blubrry | TuneIn.

If you value the podcast please share it with a friend and leave us a positive review wherever you
get it. You can also support future podcasts and our campaigns by joining the NSS or making a
donation.
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